An Irreducible Hip Dislocation with Femoral Head Fracture
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Urgent reduction is required in cases of traumatic hip dislocation to reduce the risk of avascular necrosis of the femoral head. However, in cases of femoral head fractures, the dislocated hip cannot be reduced easily, and in some cases, it can even be irreducible. This irreducibility may provoke further incidental iatrogenic fractures of the femoral neck. In an irreducible hip dislocation, without further attempting for closed reduction, an immediate open reduction is recommended. This can prevent iatrogenic femoral neck fracture or avascular necrosis of the femoral head, and save the natural hip joint.
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INTRODUCTION

A fracture of the femoral head with hip dislocation is a rare and severe injury [1,2]. About 5-15% of posterior hip dislocations have been reported to be associated with femoral head fractures [1,3,4]. Early diagnosis and accurate reduction are necessary for the patients with femoral head fracture-dislocations [3,5]. A delayed reduction may result into an osteonecrosis of the femoral head later [4]. Therefore, an emergent reduction is preferred to reduce the risk of femoral head osteonecrosis [4,6]. Although rarely (about 9% of all hip dislocations), irreducible hip dislocations with femoral head fractures have been reported [7]. An increased risk of iatrogenic femoral neck fracture after a closed reduction as compared to those after routine femoral head fracture-dislocations [8,9] suggests the need for an open reduction to avoid complications. This study describes two cases of irreducible hip dislocations with femoral head fractures.
CASE REPORT

Case 1
A 60-year-old male presented with an injury after a fall from 5 meters height. The patient had multiple organ damage, including intracerebral hemorrhage with basal skull fracture, cervical spine fracture, multiple rib fractures with hemo-pneumothorax, liver injury, and fracture-dislocation of the right femoral head with posterior wall fracture of the acetabulum-type IV per the Pipkin classification (Fig. 1). Considering the general condition of the patient, physiological stabilization was prioritized. After the initial resuscitation, a closed reduction for the right hip dislocation was attempted with the Allis method; but the dislocation was irreducible. After that, we performed a computed tomography (CT) scanning, which showed a locked femoral head at the posterior rim of the acetabulum (Fig. 2). The patient’s vital signs were unstable (blood pressure, 80/40; heart rate, 120), and because of the brain and lung injury, we were unable to attempt an open reduction immediately. The patient was shifted to the intensive care unit (ICU). In the ICU, we attempted for a closed reduction several times; but unfortunately, the neck of the femur was broken (Fig. 3). The patient subsequently developed multiorgan failure, which prevented a surgical intervention for the hip dislocation until 4 weeks after the injury. After the patient has recovered, we have to choose the treatment options. Open reduction and internal fixation was one of the treatment option, but 4 weeks have passed since the accident. There is high probability of nonunion, it means another surgery is needed, revision surgery for nonunion or even arthroplasty. The patient does not want further more surgery and treated with a total hip arthroplasty (Fig. 4).

Fig. 1. The patient had multiple organ damages. (A) Intracerebral hemorrhage. (B) Right hemo-pneumothorax. (C) Cervical spine fracture. (D) Right hip showed flexion, internal rotation, adduction, just like the typical appearance of hip dislocation. (E) An X-ray of the pelvis (anterior posterior view) showing fracture-dislocation of the right hip joint.
Fig. 2. (A) CT scans of the pelvis showing fracture-dislocation of the right hip joint. Femoral head was seen to be locked at the posterior rim of the acetabulum (with arrows). (B) A 3D reconstruction image of the CT scan showing the locked femoral head with the fracture of the posterior wall of the acetabulum (black arrows indicates that locked femoral head). CT: computed tomography.

Fig. 3. (A) An initial X-ray of the pelvis (anterior posterior view) and 3D reconstruction image of the right femur. (B) After the failure of the closed reduction of the dislocation, the femoral neck fractured.
Case 2
A 31-year-old male was injured in a high-speed car accident. The patient was transferred by a helicopter to our polytrauma unit, where the patient reported pain in the left hip, left knee joint. The patient was conscious, and his medical interview provided the information about the mechanism of the injury—a dashboard injury. The physical examination of the left hip revealed pain, shortened left lower limb, compulsory flexion, adduction and slight internal rotation of the left hip, limited range of motion, and deformation of the left gluteal area. External wound and tenderness of the left knee joint were also noted (Fig. 5). No additional injuries to other parts were found during the examination. Nevertheless, the patient exhibited left side sciatic nerve palsy. He could not dorsiflex the left ankle joint, and experienced a tingling sensation in the whole left leg. Subsequently, a radiological evaluation was performed. An antero-posterior X-ray of the pelvis showed a posterior dislocation of the left hip; the image of the posterior rim of the acetabulum was unclear. A closed reduction of the dislocated hip was attempted very gently; but failed, because it seemed like an irreducible femoral head fracture dislocation. Therefore, we performed CT scanning, which revealed a femoral head fracture-type III per the Pipkin classification, and a posterior hip dislocation; about 30% of the femoral head was seen to be fragmented and located in the acetabulum. Rest of the femoral head was dislocated in the posterior direction. In addition, we found an incomplete femoral neck fracture (Fig. 6). The rim of the posterosuperior acetabulum was fractured, but the fragment was very small. Lateral and antero-posterior X-rays of the left knee joint showed comminuted, articular fracture of the patella. The patient

Fig. 4. Four weeks after the injury, a total hip arthroplasty was performed.

Fig. 5. (A) A pre-operative X-ray of the pelvis anterior-posterior view showing fracture dislocation of the left hip joint. (B) The patient had an ipsilateral knee injury and slightly internally rotated hip. (C) An X-ray of the left knee joint (lateral view) showing comminuted patella fracture.
**Fig. 6.** Pre-operative axial CT scans of the pelvis showing fracture-dislocation of the left hip joint. An axial CT scan of the pelvis showing (dotted line in the 3D image indicates the level of the axial cut). The femoral head was seen to be locked at the posterior rim of the acetabulum (with arrow), and the fragments of the femoral head were seen inside the acetabulum. The white triangles indicate an incomplete femoral neck fracture. CT: computed tomography.

**Fig. 7.** (A) The patient in the lateral position for the surgical procedure in the Kocher-Langenbeck posterior approach. (B) After the surgical reduction of the dislocated hip by the trochanteric osteotomy, we had good visualization of the surface plane of the fractured femoral head. (C) The femoral head fracture fragments were reduced under direct observation, fixed with 3 cortical screws, and buried beneath the cartilage level.
was referred to the Orthopedic Department. We selected the Kocher-Langenbeck posterior approach and performed a surgical reduction of the dislocated hip through trochanteric osteotomy. The femoral head fracture fragments in the acetabulum were removed; and then, reduced under direct observation, temporarily fixed with the reduction forceps, stabilized with 3 cortical screws (diameter 2.7 mm), and buried beneath the cartilage level (Fig. 7). Subsequently, the hip joint was relocated. At the same time, we also checked the sciatic nerve, which was intact. The femoral neck fracture was fixed in situ with three cannulated screws (diameter 6.5 mm along with the washer). The posterior wall fragment was too small to fix, and it was not found to affect hip joint stability; hence, we removed the fragment only. The joint-capsule and soft tissues were sutured. The patella fracture was treated with the mid-axial longitudinal approach and tension band wiring. After the surgery, we took a postoperative X-ray of the hip and knee joints to assess the quality of reduction; and furthermore, performed CT scanning of the affected hip to gain a detailed insight (Fig. 8). After 3 months, sciatic nerve neuropraxia was recovered, with active dorsiflexion of the ankle. Unlike the case 1, after diagnosing the irreducibility, in this patient an immediate open reduction was performed without further attempting for the closed reduction, which saved the natural hip joint and also prevented from iatrogenic femoral neck fracture.

DISCUSSION

The first report of the femoral head fracture-dislocation was presented by Birkett [10] in 1869 after an autopsy of a victim of fall. In 1957, Pipkin reviewed a series of 25 cases, and proposed a classification of femoral head fractures associated with posterior dislocation of the hip [1,11]. The mechanism of injury in the majority of cases includes that from a dashboard, in which the seat of the occupant is not protected by a seat belt [1,11,12]. It is caused when a force is applied parallel to the axis of the femur in a proximal direction with the hip flexed in varying proportions. If the hip is flexed at less than 60°, the femoral head may impinge against the firm posterior-superior rim, and a fracture of the femoral head may occur [1,11]. These frac-

Fig. 8. A post–operative X-ray and an axial CT scan of the pelvis showing anatomic reduction and stabilization of the fracture. The posterior wall fragment was too small to fix, and it was not found to affect hip joint stability, so we removed the fragment. CT: computed tomography.
tures require early closed reduction to protect the sciatic nerve, decrease pressure on the femoral head articular cartilage, and to prevent femoral head osteonecrosis. A closed reduction of this injury may initially be unsuccessful in certain cases, usually because of the intra-articular fragments that may block the reduction. Lawrence et al. [13] reported a rare case of an irreducible femoral head fracture-dislocation, which showed the broken femoral head stuck on the posterior wall of the acetabulum. The immobility or locking of the hip area is necessary to be identified as soon as possible. First, the clinical presentation of an irreducible hip joint injury is defined as slight but fixed flexion, immobile but neutrally rotated, and with obvious shortening of the injured side. However, a typical posterior hip dislocation shows a flexed, internally rotated, and adducted leg [7,12]. Therefore, the rotation of an injured leg may be variable, and may be affected by the surface plane of the fractured femoral head component and the direction of its engagement at the posterior acetabulum (Fig. 9) [14]. Second, the imaging studies of a hip dislocation with femoral head fractures is necessary for diagnosing cases of irreducibility. The radiographic examination of the antero–posterior projection of the injured hip showed a portion of the femoral head retained in the acetabulum, with the remaining femoral head components, posterior and superior, were found to be intact relative to the acetabulum. The screening in an obturator foramen view revealed a specific finding of the engage-
ment or locking of the femoral head component against the posterior rim of the acetabulum. Moreover, CT scanning is commonly performed on the patients who present with severe or high-energy trauma. Most of these patients initially undergo CT scanning. The coronal or sagittal CT images of our patient revealed a fractured surface of the femoral head component locked on the posterior rim of the acetabulum. Three-dimensionally reconstructed CT images showed that the remaining femoral head segment with the femoral head component locked against the posterior rim of the acetabulum would be at a high risk of accidental femoral neck fractures when attempting a closed reduction. Based on these findings, as well as on clinical correlations, we recommend an open reduction, without further attempts for the closed reduction, in an irreducible femoral head fracture-dislocation. In case 1 arthroplasty was performed after iatrogenic femoral neck fracture and in case 2 open reduction and internal fixation was performed. There are limitations in determining the prognosis of open reduction and internal fixation and comparing side effects (avascular necrosis of hip etc.) with the two cases. However, it is adequate as a case report in that the case with femoral head fracture dislocation suggests caution is advised during reduction when locking is present between the femoral head and the posterior wall of acetabulum. Also, we cannot exclude that the linear femoral neck fracture in case 2 is an iatrogenic fracture during the first attempt of reduction. Therefore, when femoral head fracture dislocation is present in the X-ray, it is advantageous to determine the presence of locking between the femoral head and the acetabulum with a CT scan before performing reduction.

Femoral head fractures with hip dislocation need an emergent orthopedic surgery and an optimal reduction within 6 hours post-trauma; otherwise, they may result into an increased risk of avascular necrosis of the femoral head. Repeated or forceful closed reduction of irreducible femoral head fracture-dislocation injuries may result in iatrogenic femoral neck fractures. Before attempting a reduction, careful examination with plain radiographs, even CT scans may be helpful for determining the safest treatment option. Once an irreducible femoral head fracture-dislocation is identified, an orthopedic management should be initiated as soon as possible; and an immediate open reduction should be performed.
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